
Meeting 7 February 9, 1999Spaces and ManifoldsTopics: topological spaces, homeomorphisms, triangulations, manifolds, manifolds with boundary, orientability.Topological spaces. The treatment of topologicalideas in these notes is mostly combinatorial in nature.To understand the connection to continuous phenom-ena we need some basic concepts from point set topol-ogy. The most fundamental of these is the notion of atopological space, which is a point set X together witha system X of subsets A � X that satisfy(i) ;;X 2 X,(ii) Z � X implies SZ 2 X, and(iii) �nite Z � X implies TZ 2 X.The system X is the topology of X and its sets are theopen sets of X. This de�nition is exceedingly generaland therefore non-intuitive, but with time we will geta better feeling for what a topological space really is.The most important example for us is the d-dimensionalEuclidean space, denoted as Rd. We use the Euclideandistance function to de�ne an open ball as the set ofall points closer than some given distance from a givenpoint. The topology of Rd is the system of open sets,where each open set is a union of open balls.All other topological spaces in these notes are subsetsof Rd. A topological subspace of the pair X; X is a subsetY � X together with the subspace topology consistingof all intersections between Y and open sets of X: Y =fY\A j A 2 Xg. An example of a topological subspaceof Rd is the d-ball whose points are at most unit distancefrom the origin,Bd = fx 2 Rd j kxk � 1g:Its open sets are the intersections of Bd with open sets inRd. Note that an open set of the d-ball is not necessarilyan open set of the Euclidean space.Homeomorphisms. Topological spaces are consid-ered the same or of the same type if they are connectedthe same way. What it means to be connected the sameway still needs to be de�ned, and there are several pos-sibilities. We use a function from one topological space

to another. This function is continuous if the preimageof every open set is open, and if it is continuous it isreferred to as a map. A homeomorphism is a functionf : X! Ythat is bijective, continuous, and has a continuous in-verse. If a homeomorphism exists then X and Y arehomeomorphic, and this is denoted as X � Y. If wewant to stress that � is an equivalence relation we saythat X and Y are topologically equivalent or that theyhave the same topological type. Figure 7 shows �ve ex-amples of 1-dimensional spaces with pairwise di�erenttopological types. For another example consider theFigure 7: From left to right: the open interval, the closedinterval, the half-open interval, the circle, and a bifurca-tion.open unit disk, which is the set of points in R2 at dis-tance less than one from the origin. This disk can bestretched over the entire plane. De�ne f(x) = x1�kxk ,which maps x to the point on the same radiating half-line at distance 11�kxk from the origin. Function f isbijective, continuous, and its inverse is continuous. Itfollows that the open disk is homeomorphic to R2. Moregenerally, every open k-dimensional ball is homeomor-phic to Rk.Triangulations. Unfortunately, the term `triangula-tion' means something di�erent in topology than in ge-ometry. The topological notion of a triangulation issimilar to the idea of a mesh in the sense that it imposesa combinatorial structure on a continuous domain.Let K be a simplicial complex in Rd. Its underlyingspace is a topological subspace of Rd. K is a triangula-21



tion of a topological space X if its underlying space ishomeomorphic to the space: jjK jj � X. X is triangula-ble if it has a triangulation. According to the de�nition,only closed spaces have triangulations. An example isthe triangulation of the closed disk B2 with nine trian-gles, see Figure 8.
fFigure 8: Triangulation of the closed disk. The homeo-morphism maps each vertex, edge, triangle to a homeo-morphic subset of the disk.Manifolds. Manifolds are particularly simple topo-logical spaces. They are de�ned locally. A neighbor-hood of a point x 2 X is an open set that contains x.There are many neighborhoods and usually it su�ces totake one that is su�ciently small. A topological spaceX is a k-manifold if every x 2 X has a neighborhoodhomeomorphic to Rk. It is probably more intuitive tomentally substitute a small open k-ball for Rk, but thismakes no di�erence because the two are homeomorphic.A simple example of a k-manifold is the k-sphere,which is the set of points at unit distance from the originin the (k + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space:Sk = fx 2 Rk+1 j kxk = 1g;see Figure 9. The smallest triangulation of Sk is theboundary complex of a (k+1)-simplex �. To constructa homeomorphism we place � so it contains the originin its interior, and we centrally project every point of�'s boundary to the sphere.Figure 9: The 0-sphere is a pair of points, the 1-sphere isa circle, and the 2-sphere is what we usually call a sphere.Manifolds with boundary. All points of a manifoldhave the same neighborhood. We get a more general

class of spaces if we allow two types of neighborhoods.The second type of neighborhood is half an open ball.Again we can stretch the open half-ball, this time overhalf the Euclidean space of the same dimension. For-mally, the k-dimensional half-space isHk = fx = (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) 2 Rk j x1 � 0g:A space X is a k-manifold with boundary if every pointx 2 X has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Rk or toHk. The boundary is the set of points with neighbor-hood homeomorphic to Hk, and it is denoted as bdX.The boundary is always either empty or a (k � 1)-manifold (without boundary). Why is that true? Notethe slight awkwardness of language: a manifold withboundary is in general not a manifold, but a mani-fold is always a manifold with boundary, namely withempty boundary. An example of a k-manifold with(non-empty) boundary is the k-ball, see Figure 10. Itsboundary is the (k � 1)-sphere, bdBk = Sk�1.Figure 10: The 0-ball is a point, the 1-ball is a closedinterval, and the 2-ball is a closed disk.Orientability. Manifolds with or without boundarycan be either orientable or non-orientable. The distinc-tion is a global property that cannot be observed lo-cally. Intuitively, we can imagine a (k+ 1)-dimensionalant walking on the k-manifold. At any moment the antis on one side of the local neighborhood with which it isin contact. The manifold is non-orientable if there is awalk that brings the ant back to the same neighborhoodbut now on the other side, and it is orientable if no suchpath exists. Examples of non-orientable manifolds, onewith and one without boundary, are the M�obius stripand the Klein bottle illustrated in Figure 11.Imagine the boundary of a solid shape in our everydaythree-dimensional space. This boundary is a 2-manifoldand it bounds the interior of the shape on one side andthe exterior on the other. The 2-manifold must there-fore be orientable. At it turns out, every 2-manifoldembedded in R3 separates inside from outside and istherefore orientable. The Klein bottle is non-orientablyand cannot be embedded in R3. Any attempt to embedit produces self-intersections, such as the handle thatpasses through the side of the mug in Figure 11. On22



Figure 11: The M�obius strip to the left is bounded bya single circle. The Klein mug to the right is drawn withcut-away view to show a piece of the handle after it passesthrough the surface of the mug.the other hand, there are obviously 2-manifolds withboundary that can be embedded in R3, and the M�obiusstrip is one example.Bibliographic notes. Point set topology or generaltopology is an old and well-established branch of Math-ematics. A good introductory text is the book byJames Munkres. Manifolds are studied primarily in thecontext of di�erential structures. The topological as-pects of such structures are emphasized in the text byGuillemin and Pollack [1]. The di�erence between ori-entable and non-orientable manifolds is discussed in adelightful book by Je�rey Weeks [3].[1] V. Guillemin and A. Pollack. Di�erential Topology.Prentice Hall, Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey, 1974.[2] J. R. Munkres. Topology. A First Course. PrenticeHall, Englewood Cli�s, New Jersey, 1975.[3] J. R. Weeks. The Shape of Space.Marcel Dekker, NewYork, 1985.
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